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Jasmine heard that Charlie said that the promotion and registration of the Huichundan
auction would be launched tomorrow, and she hurriedly said to Charlie: “Master Wade, I
have selected three auctioneers for the auction. Do you want to go through and screen
them first? one time?”
Charlie nodded and said with a smile: “Well, the auctioneer is still very important to an
auction. You must choose carefully.”
Jasmine hurriedly took out her mobile phone, pulled out a few videos from the album, and
played them one by one to Charlie. At the same time, she introduced: “Master Wade, these
three auctioneers are all very senior auctioneers of Ji Qingtang. Not the famous auctioneers
of Christie’s or Sotheby’s, but they are definitely the best in Aurous Hill.”
Charlie patiently watched the three videos shown by Jasmine. The three candidate
auctioneers are two women and one man. They are all in their forties. Their image,
temperament, manner of talking and even voice can be regarded as moderately biased.
Anyone should be able to do the job.
However, Charlie always felt that these three people seemed to be missing something.
After taking a look at Jasmine in front of him, Charlie realized what the three of them lacked.
What they lack is the dignified and beautiful temperament of Jasmine.
As an old friend of Jasmine, Charlie has always admired Jasmine’s temperament very much.
Although Jasmine is not the eldest lady of a top big family, she never loses to any top
celebrity in terms of her personal temperament.

If she can serve as the auctioneer for this auction, she is definitely the most suitable
candidate, and there is no one.
So Charlie said to Jasmine, “Jasmine, in my opinion, no one is more suitable for this
auctioneer than you!”

“Me?” Jasmine said nervously, “Master Wade, I have never been an auctioneer…”
Charlie smiled and said: “It doesn’t matter if you haven’t done it. Anyway, there are at least
almost 20 days before the auction. You can fully practice the auctioneer’s words and skills.”
After speaking, Charlie said again: “Jasmine, the whole Aurous Hill can’t find a second
person who is more suitable than you, and you are the Patriarch of the Moore Family. If you
are the auctioneer of this auction, you It will allow the Moore Family to impress the top
dignitaries who are present, and it will definitely benefit the Moore Family’s future
development without any harm.”
Jasmine hesitated for a moment, nodded gently, and blurted out: “Since Master Wade has
said so, then I will give it a try!”
After speaking, Jasmine remembered something and hurriedly asked: “Master Wade, will
you be here then? I’m afraid I won’t be able to control such a big subject by then…”
Charlie smiled and said, “I will watch the live broadcast in the monitoring room in real time
when the time comes. On the day of the auction, you will be equipped with a headset. I will
directly communicate with you through the headset if anything happens.”
Jasmine breathed a sigh of relief and quickly said: “Then I can rest assured!”
…
At this moment.
Washington, United States.
In the research center provided by the military, many teams are still trying their best to use
various metaphysical methods to conquer the formula of magical pill .
However, no matter how they tried, the pills they made had no therapeutic effect on cancer
cells.
Although just a few days have passed, Smith and Rutgers are about to lose patience.
The reverse R&D hadn’t been effective yet, and Rutgers received a special order from the
highest level from the White House special envoy.

The order requires Rutgers to take out ten boxes of Magical Pill and hand them over to a
special envoy sent by the White House, in the name of the highest-level strategic materials,
and keep them tightly together with the nuclear bomb lock box.

